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FOREWORD 

This report by Professor Michael Saks was commissioned 

by the Federal Judicial Center as part of its program of 

research to suppor t the wor k of the Jud icial Confe renee 

Subcommittee on Possible Alternatives to Jury Trials in 

Protracted Court Cases. 
Professor Saks is a recogni zed 

scholar in social psychology who has published several 

important works in the psychology of courtroom conduct, jury 

behavior in particular. His assignment for the Center was 

to survey the available research literature on small-group..-

decision making in order to provide the subcommittee with-

the information that might be relevant to their task of_ 

considering whether juries are capable of competently __ 

deciding complex and/or protracted civ il cases. _v 
Professor Saks has completed a thorough review of the 

relevant sources. 
His Survey reveals no research data di-

rectly appl icable to the pressing, practical questions the..-

subcommittee faces. 
It is important that readers of this 

report not expect a close fit between the results described-

he re from the behav ioral sciences and the needs of judges 

and leg islators who are pondering the practical problems of 

long-term jury service in cases presenting complex facts and 

difficult legal issues. 
Empirical research will be Useful 

v 

Preceding page blank i 
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. 1 d . d to address these when it has been speciflcal Y eSlgne 

problems. This report by Professor Saks provides a valuable 

and necessary starting place for thoug~it or proposals about 

such research designs. 
A. Leo Lev in 

vi 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Are juries capable of competently deciding complex 

and/or protracted civil cases? The Federal Judicial Center 

asked that the research literature on small-group decision 

making be rev iewed to enl igh ten the cur rent disc uss ion of 

this question. 

~ThiS report refines the question to a comparison among 

various possible decision-making entities: individuals ver-_ 

sus :Jroups, groups versus other groups, judges versus j u- -

ries, juries as currently constituted and managed versus-

redesigned jurie~ The available literature includes many 

thousands of studies conducted within the disciplines of 

psychology, sociology, speech communication, management 

science, and others. One important limitation of the pres-

ent rev iew is that it has of necess i ty reI ied pr ima r i 1 Y on--

secondary sources, mainly textbooks, monographs, and review_ 

articles in the field of small-group research. Empirical-. 

generalizations and conceptual integrations have been ex-

trapolated to the immediate issue of juries deciding complex 

or protracted cases. Consequently, the conclusions of this 

report should be considered as "best available guesses" 

based on imperfect information. It is absolutely necessary 
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seriously considered 

~~ ~~~--------- - - -

al ternatHTes -be~ empir ically /" 

Virtually me direct tests of the immediate question./' 
IE'" :) C 
'" ~?-'~ ~ .~~~~e: found)" We must, therefore, try to arawQesson~£rom 

stabl~ patterns and theoretical principles found in the_

smaIl-group research literaturYin order to answer, if only __ 

tentatively, the question posed to us. In short, the liter-_ 

ature reviewed will answer the question at hand only by_ 

ana logy. 

The findings of the research literature we reviewed may 

be summarized as follows: 

1.' Whether groups perform better than individuals, and ~ 

" '",---, 

whether one kind of group per forms 'better than another kind 

of group, a epends upon interactions wi th other var i ables, 

the most important being the nature of the tas~ 
C 2. Tasks that are performed better by g.roups (compared-, 

to individuals), by larger groups (compared . to smaller~> 

groups), and by heterogeneous groups (compared to homoge-" 

neous groups) are tasks that: permit a division of labor, .. 

are complex, capitalize on unusually knowledgeable or., 

skilled members (disj unctive tasks), or capitali ze on the. 

summed contributions of several group members (additive 

tasks). Other kinas of tasks (unitary, conj unctive) are 

·---___ ~---_....,.....--------------__ -----------...,cr__-----"'~----

t 

I 
I 
'I 

\ 

I 

3 

performed more poorly by groups and by larger groups; they 

gatn little or no advantage from heterogeneity. 

3. The legal fact-finding task, especially in complex 

cases, seems to be of the type in which, cet'er is par ibus, 

large heterogeneous groups perform better than indi\1idU~ 
4. The reasons for superior performance by groups 

include: greater probability of including highly able indi-

viduals, increased net resources, greater memory and cogni

tive processing capacity, enhanced error-checking, increased 

stimulation, and competition among viewpoints. 

5. The one major study that directly compares judge to 

jury decis ion making 1'S Th A .. J _ e mer1can ury by Kalven and 

Zeisel. A sample of cases in that study were stratified 

according to complexity ("difficulty") of the cases. The 

relatively high base rate of judge-jury agreement remained 

virtually as high for complex cases, suggesting that judges 

and juries saw complex cases Similarly, as they did the 

other cases. 

6. The reasons for superior performance by individuals-' 

(compared to groups) include: tasks being unitary or con-_ 

junctive; tasks being simple or routine; the individual be- """ 

. ing more highly skilled than any of the group m'embers; and-

group p~ocess losses exceeding gains associated with expand

ing group resources. 
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7. Some kinds of grt,)ups perform better than other./' 
kinds. ~haracteristics associated with superior perfor-

/" 

mance, which might be applied profitably to juries, include:. 

increasing individual skill on tasks through training; en-_ 

hancing the composition of the group; providing time for-" 

individual thinking; increasing group size; coordinating/ 

group members; and clarifying objectives, rules, and pro-~ 
cedures) 

The report concludes with a discussion of the likely 

advantages of enhancing group composi tion; for. example,.F 

Qppro
pr 

iately composed groups would probably cope better

with complex cases than conventional juries or jUdges) 

c-

I. THE QUESTION 

Concern over the role of juries in the triai'of complex 

or protracted civil cases prompted this report. In general, 

the concern is that jUries as currently constituted and man

aged may not be capable of competent fact-finding in cases 

whose trials endUre for many weeks or months and whose evi

dence and arguments may include voluminous, esoteric, 

highly abstract SCientific, technical, or commercial subject 

matter. As part of a larger research effort addressing this 

concern, the Federal Judicial Center asked for an examina-

or 

tion' and summary of the social and behavioral 
science re-

search literature on small-group decision making inVOlving 

tasks that approximate those confronted by juries in complex 
or protracted cases. 

Like any other empirical question, the present one 

(What is known about small-group decision making on complex 

tasks?) is far more useful if it includes a comparison. For 

example, to say that a group of size N solves 63 percent of 

problems of type X is not informative. The 63 percent fig

ure becomes meaning ful only when compar~d wi t:h the val ues 

resulting from problem Solving by individuals, by groups of 

varying other Sizes, and by groups of differing composition, 

5 
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operating under different conditions or solving problems of 

d iffer.ent types. Given the context of the present issue, 

the ideal comparison would be between individuals comparable 

to judges--individuals who are hig.hly educated (but not in 

the sUbstantive field of the facts in dispute), of high 

status, permi t ted to use comparatively active information

seeking and decision-making procedures--versus groups com

parable to j uries--groups composed of diversely educated 

(but mostly less well-educated), lcwer-status individuals 

required to use comparatively passive information-gathering 

and decision-making procedures. Not surprisingly, the 

research literature contains virtually no direct comparisons 

between these two alternative decision-making entities. We 

can, however, take note of existing comparisons between in-

dividuals and small groups, and try to apply what has been 

learned from these comparisons to the question at hand. 

Given the absence of studies of individuals, groups, and 

tasks closely analogous to j uCiges, juries, and complex 

cases, the best we can do in this review is to extract well-

established principles and recurring patterns of findings 

and apply them wi th appropr iate admoni tions to the present 

question. 

Also, we can try to derive lessons on how juries might 

be modified to improve their ability to decide complex cases 

_ •• - ~'-""~<-'-- "-,.-~- --,.---~.~-
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by examining existing comparisons of different kin9s of 

groups and of groups operating in different ways. Thus, we 

are asking how groups compare with individuals and bow one 

type of group compares with other types of groups performing 

several ki~ds of tasks. These comparisons will be made in 

light of the choices that do or could face the courts in 

trying complex and protracted cases. Thus, the major gues

tions--What is known about small-gr?up decision making ana 

compl ex tas ks? How well do juries perform in complex 

cases?--are best framed as several more concrete questions: 

What is revealed by comparing groups to individuals? On 

what types of tasks? with what composition? To what other 

kinds of groups? How might juries and the procedures sur

rounding them be modified to enhance fact-finding and deci

sion making? 

.1 ., 
'. 
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II. LIMITATIONS OF THE ANSWERS 

The "answers" given in this report should be considered 

no more than edUcated guesses about the performance of small 

lay groups in handl ing complex information, and the fact9r s 

affecting that performance. This is so for two reasons. 

First, the existing literature, limited though it may 

be, is voluminous. We did not have sufficient resources 

available to read each one of the thousands of empirical 

studies and theoretical syntheses, and to freshly assess 

their validity and soundness. By relying largely on second-

ary sources, textbooks, and review articles, we are basing 

our judgment on that of the authors of those works. 

Second, the ex is ting literature has some i nappropr i-

ateness. The studies that have been conducted are never 

completely analogous to the problem of juries deciding com-

plex cases. The subjects in the experiments may be college 

stUdents or experts, or the task may be too simple or too 

brief, or some other pot.entially important difference may 

exist. This increases our reliance on repeatedly observed 

phen omena and pr i nc ipl e s abs tr act ed from the empi r ic al 

observations. Short of a direct test, it is not possible to 

know how well the extrapolation from these principles and 

8 
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empirical generalizations applies to the conditions of 

interest to us. However strong the findings may be in their 

own realm, thei r appl icat ion to other areas contains some 

unavoidable uncertainties. 

This report presents the best available guess in light 

of the existing research literature, and we are confident 

that others would draw the same conclusions from the liter-

ature. However, an empirical test of the alternatives is 

ultimately required to assess whether the intended improve-

ments in decision making do resul t from the modifications 

chosen. 

, ' 
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III. THE FINDINGS 

In this chapter, we present our findings from the 

research literature, beginning with some of the highly 
1 

germane findings from The American Jury. In subsequent 

sections, we review work that shows the importance of task 

in interaction with other variables in making sense of the 

performance of small groups and shows the conditions under 

which group performance is superior or inferior to that of 

individuals. In the next section, we br iefly discuss the 

comparison of groups with other kinds of groups, suggesting 

ways that effectiveness can be enhanced by modifying group 

composition, structure, or procedures. In the final sec-

tion, we discuss principles of the psychology of individual 

perception, memory storage and retrieval, and how trial pro

cedures might be altered to facilitate learning by jurors. 

The Amer ican Jury 

The empirical study that comes closest to makin.g the 

comparison that would be considered ideal for the present 

2 report is The American Jury. In that research, data were 

1. H. Ka 1 v e n & H. Z e i s e 1, Th e Am e ric a n Ju r y (1 966 ) . 

2. Id. 

10 
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collected on 3,576 jury trials before 555 different judges. 

The judges were asked to indicate how they would have 

decided the cases if they had been bench trials. Obviously, 

such a design is not methodolog ically per fect: the judge 

may actually have decided the case differently than he 

n=ported, and the kind of case attorneys present to a jury 

is different from that presented at a bench trial. But 

given its limitations, it is a unique and informative study. 

In the criminal cases studied; it was found that judge 

and jury agreed on the verdict in about 78 percent of the 

cases. The American Jury explains the reasons for disagree-

ment and, within the limits of the study, bases those ex-

planations on the empirical evidence gathered. For the 

majority of cases, the jury understands the evidence well. 

But what of the arguably complex cases in the sample? 

First, the trial judges rated 86 percent of the 1,191 cases 

in this analysis as "easy to understand." Of the remaining 

"somewhat difficult" and "very difficult" cases, it is rea-

sonable to predict that if the jury has not comprehended the 

cases (as the judge has), the overall high rate of judge-

jury agreement will drop off. The data indicate clearly 

that this does not happen. Table 1 shows that the clearness 

or closeness of a case, not its difficulty, accoun ts for 

nearly all of the variation in rates of judge-jury disagree-

, 

• 
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mente Juries see the "difficult" cases about the same as 

the judge does; that is, the rate of disagreement is no 

higher for "difficult" cases than it is for "easy" cases. 

(I I 

Some reasons for this apparently high level of accuracy (at 

least as accurate as the judge) are suggested. In "diffi-

cult" cases, the jury was twice as likely to come back to 

the judge with questions, although no more than 27 percent 

of the juries raised questions. Thus, when uncertain about 

something, the group knew it and sought clarification. Sec-

ond, the length of deliberation was highly correlated with 

the length of trial. The more evidence that was presented, 

the longer the jury took to deliberate over it. 

TABLE 1 

JUDGE-JURY DISAGREEMENT AS A FUNCTION OF DIFFICULTY 
AND CLOSENESS OF CASE 

Disagreement rate 9% 
N 618 

Clear 

Difficult 

8% 
57 

Close 

Difficult 

41% 
406 

39% 
110 

Source: 
(1966). 

H. Kalven & H. Zeisel, The Pmerican Jury 157 

These data are obviously relevant to our question; the 

answer they give parallels what would be expected from the 

1 
I 
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basic research on groups. But some limitations ought to be 

mentioned. First, these are criminal cases, not civil, 

which mayor may not be a problem. To the degree that trial 

length is an index of complexity, complex criminal cases oc-

cur more often than complex civil cases. It may be that 

complexity in the criminal sphere informs us about the 

jury's capacity to perform in the civil sphere. But, 

perhaps, complex criminal cases are qualitatively different 

from complex civil cases. 

Second, a good measure of "difficulty" was not used and 

may not ex ist. How difficult is difficult? This was left 

to the subjective judgment of the trial judge. This is as 

much a problem for research as it is for the implementation 

of any decision to cur tail j ur y tr ial s: Where is the 1 ine 

to be drawn? In advance of trial, by what test is that 

place to be known? It would have been helpful to have the 

same analysis for civil trial data, but that was never ana-

lyzed and published. If the data were analyzed, different 

definitions of "complexity" could be applied, and various 

measures of jury comprehension, including but not limited to 

agreement with the judge, could be applied. 

Finally, even though these data tell us that judge and 

jury see even difficult or complex cases in essentially the 

same way, we do not know if thei r level of correctness, 
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though shared, is low or high. with civil cases involving 

technical testimony, it would be possible to measure judge 

and jury comprehension against some external standard of 

correctness. The utility of Kalven and Zeisel' s findings 

may depend on the similarity of their judges' "difficult" 

criminal cases to the "complex" civil cases in which we are 

interested. We do not know how similar they are; the gues-

tion is therefore open to speculation. At the least, how-

ever, these data tend to disconfirm the hypothesis that the 

jury operates with a high degree of random error in complex 

or difficult cases. The high correlation between judge and 

jury decisions can occur only if they see the cases similar-

lYi any random variation lowers .that correlation. Thus, 

judge and jury either are right together or wrong together, 

but according to these data their perception and comprehen

sion are similar. 

These data are worth special note because they offer 

the only direct comparison of the question at hand. They 

also tend to answer our concern about the nature of the jury 

task and whether it is the sort of task that benefits from 

group work. It appears that it is. A group of presumably 

less-skilled and certainly less-experienced individuals can, 

when combined into a group, perform a legal fact-finding 

15 

task at approximately the 1 same evel of competence as a 

judge. 

The Importance of Task 

The findings of small-group research show that the 

nature of the task performed is of great importance in 

understanding group behavior in comparison to the behavior 

of individuals or other kinds of groups. Many of those who 

have studied group performance have recognized the impor

tance of understanding the task, but the important conceptu

ali'zing about task has not occupied much of the work in the 

field. There is Zajonc's distinction between learning tasks 

and performance tasks, and the opposite effects of the pres-

ence 
":l 

of other people on them.~ There is Roby and Lanzet-

e crltlcal demands" as-ta's work on the analysl's of th " ' , 

sociated wi th particular kinds of tasks. 4 And there is 

Steiner's brief typology.5 F ' rom our vlewpoint, the relative 

neglect of task analysis in the research literature presents 

two problems. There has been insufficient study of the 

3. See Zajonc, Social Facilitation, 149 Science 
(1965-)-.- See also .pp. 58-60 infra. 

269 

4. See Roby & Lanzetta, Considerations in the Analysis of 
Group Tasks, 55 Psychological Bull. 88 (1958). 

5. See I.D. 
(1972-) .-

Steiner, Group Process and Productivity 

-"1 

) < 
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kinds of complex and prot.racted dec is i on-making tasks wi th 

which we are now concerned. Moreover, we may not be aware 

of a task difference that renders our generalizations from 

the literature invalid. 

Steiner's work is the most recent and comprehensive at-

tempt to construct a taxoD':-rny of tasks (in terms of the past 

studies taken into account, not the breadth of the typol-

ogy) • We will examine his taxonomy to see ~'lhat it might 

contribute to understanding the task that confronts juries. 

According to Steiner's conceptualization, understanding 

group behavior requires understanding of: 

(1 ) task demands--the behavior required to accom
plish the task; the manner of combining 
information, objects, and behavior to 
complete the task successfully 

(2) resources--the knowledge, abilities, tools, 
skills in possession of the group 

(3) process--the actions actually taken by the 
group, usually imperfect: a better-or-wor se 
approximation of ideal performance. 

Within this system, tasks may be characterized ac-

cording to the following typology. The first factor is 

whether a task is unitary or divisible. A unitary task is 

one that is so organic, exists so much as an integrated 

whole, that it cannot profitably be divided into subtasks. 

A divisible task is one that can be usefully divided among 

two or more people. This is an important consideration, 

17 

because past research shows that groups hold a considerable 

advantage over individuals in performing tasks where a divi

sion of labor is Possible. 

fied? 
How should the jury's task of fact-finding be classi-

We would argue that it is a mixed task, in that some 

portions of it are divisible and others are unitary. As a 

task becomes increasingly complex, the info'rmation load is 
at 

once more burdensome and has greater potential 

division among group members. 
for 

In a complex case, more so 

than in a simpler dispute, different portions of the evi

dence could be more thoroughly scrutinized and ;digested by 

some group members than by others. For example, in a given 

case some members might have more patience for and interest 

in the engineering testimony, others in the financial anal

ysis, others in other portions. By deferring on the details 

to the various subgroups, the jury as a whole woula be 

ploiting one of the advantages of a group. 
ex-

Of course, the 

group does not have to operate that way. The question here 

is whether it 1'S 1'n the 
nature of thl: task to permit profit-

able division of labor. It appears that jury decision mak-

ing does permit such a division of labor, and as the evi

dence groNs more complex, the division can be even more 
profitable. 

The ultimate finding of liability, however, is 
a uni tary task. 

The individual facts found must be put 

, 
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6 together, according to some calculus i and a dichotomous 

decision as to liability must be made. 

A second factor is whether a task is maximizing or 

optimizing. A maximizing task calls for producing the most 

or fastest output; an optimizing task calls for producing an 

ideal amount or a most correct solution to a problem. 

Clearly, juries do not produce widgets or computer circuit

rYe Theirs is an optimizing task: finding a cor.rect solu-

tion by applying the law (as understood) to the facts (as 

understood) • 

The third factor is the kind of process permitted by 

the task. Some tasks are disjunctive, meaning that the 

strongest or best solution offered by a group member may be 

chosen as the group sol ution. "Eureka" tasks are of this 

type; the moment a group member comes up wi th the correct 

sol ution, its correctness is obvious to all and that solu-

b h A second kind of process is tion is adopted y t e group. 

found in conjunctive tasks. In these tasks, some rule or 

inherent constraint specifies the product that would be the 

tYPl'cally a "weak link." group prod uct, For example, a 

mountain climbing team can reach the summit no faster than 

6. See Pennington & Hastie, Juror Decision-Makingl~~f~t~: 
The Generalization Gap, Psycholog ical Bull •. (!'1ar. . In 
press); Penrod & Hastie, MOdels of Jury DeCISIon MakIng: 11. 
Critical Review, 86 Psychological Bull. 462 (1979). 

------~----.-~--------------~--------------~-'t I 
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the slowest of its members. The third kind of process is 

additive; the accomplishments of each group member are 

summed together to yield a group pr.oduct. The annual income 

of a small firm is the sum of the business brought in by its 

members; naming as many unique parts of the human anatomy as 

they can is the combined product of each individual's know-

ledge. The fourth and final process is discretionary, in 

which the nature of the task is such that the group perform

ing it can adopt wi thout cons traint anyone of the three 

other processes or any other formula for combining indivi

dual judgments into a group decision. Jury decision making 

appears to be a discretionary task. The result proposed by 

the member with the most comprehensive and accurate theory 

of this case could be adopted by the other members as the 

group decision (disj unctive) • In a situation in which a 

unanimous decision must be made, an individual (or under a 

quorum decision rule, a faction) can, arguably, constitute a 

weak 1 ink and the whole g roup can go no fur ther than the 

most resistant individual (conjunctive). And in the earl) 

stages of decision making, when the jury is going over the 

facts and trying to agree on a shared image of what hap

pened, the nonoverlapping recall of group members produc&s a 

shared picture (add i ti ve) • Therefore, the jury's task is 

~I~~~==~==,===============--=~------~----~---------.---------.--.------~~=-'~~~tt=~~~=~=====~~_~~~ 
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mixed (partly unitary, partly divisible), optimizing, and 

discretionary. 

The proper identification of tasks is important because 

Steiner has shown and subsequent research has generally con-

firmed that the productivity of groups compared to indivi-

duals or other kinds of groups depends upon the type of task 

being performed. The typology provided by Steiner allows us 

to predict the effects that various changes in group struc

ture or composi tion wi 11 have, given the task to be per-

formed. Steiner's principle is that groups perform better 

than individuals and larger groups perform better than smal-

ler groups, potentially, because they bring greater re-

sources to carrying out the task aemands. But potential 

productivity (measured by computing productivity for "syn-

7 thetic" groups) almost always exceeds the actual produc-

tivity of interacting groups, because of "process losses." 

This concept is given by a simple formula: 

actual 
produc tivi ty - potential 

pr oductivi ty 
process 
losses 

For example, more members mean more resources, but there are 

7. "Syn thetic" groups are those in which the products of 
noninteracting individuals are combined in some artificial 
fashion (for exampl e, by selecting the best performance or 
the average performance as the "group" product). 

r 
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costs attached to organizing those additional members. More 

participants means more pr oduc ti vi ty, but only un til the 

process losses exceed the marginal gain rE.'!3ul ting from the 

add i tional members. Steiner suggests that these process 

losses are due to organizational and motivational deficits 

associated with group activity. 

The type of task is the most important single factor in 

determining the process, and in determining whether in

creased s"ize (from one to several or eight to nine) resul ts 

in process losses that are modest in relation to resources 

gained, or whether the process losses grow faster than the 

resources gained. For disjunctive tasks and additive tasks, 

groups do better than individuals and larger groups do bet

ter than smaller groups, up to some point beyond wh ich the 

process losses grow faster than the resources gained. For 

conj unctive tasks, increased si ze immediately degrades the 

group's performance. Figure 1 presents data from an experi-

ment testing Steiner's model. The empirical relationships 

closely approximate his predictions. Thus, as with zajonc's 

distinction between performance tasks and learning tasks, 

this task-based distinction helps make sense out of a mix

ture of find ings that would otherwise seem contrad ictory. 

Steiner's scheme enables us to predict that, to the degree 

that jury decision ma<king is divisible and the decision 

1 
~==-=--.. --~---"--"""'--". 
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maker employs d isj uncti ve or add i ti ve processes, a group 

will do better than an individual and larger groups will do 

better than smaller ones. 

Steiner also considers the effect of tasks that are 

relatively easy or hard. These may be anaLogous to Zajonc's 

performance and learning tasks, but they call for a higher 

or lower level of knowledge or skill for successful accom-

plishment. Figure 2 presents the curves suggested by 

Steiner. A clear difference results as a function of task 

difficulty, but whereas increasing group size greatly facil-

itates the accomplishment of hard tasks when the task is 

disj unctive, increasing size interferes wi th complet ion of 

conjunctive tasks. Although it makes a considerable differ-

ence, then, whether the jury treats its discretionary task 

as conj unctive or disj unctive, the safer choice, as we can 

see from the curves, is a larger group for a difficult task. 

If the task is treated as disj unctive, this resul ts in a 

benefit. If conjunctive, the group performance is likely to 

be so poor anyway that increasing the size of the group will 

make little difference. {The comparisons here as elsewhere 

in the research literature are between smaller (as small as 

one) and larger groups composed of individuals drawn from 

the same population, which is not the situation in judge 

versus jury comparisons.) 



FIGURE 2 

COMPARISON OF PREDICTED GROUP PERFORMANCE 
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A final set of lessons from Steiner's work that is 

relevant to the present question has to do wi th the rela-

tionship of group composition to productivity, and how this 

effect is moderated as a function of type of task. The 

advantage of larger groups for disjunctive tasks is the 

increased probability of finding at least one member who is 

competent to perform a given aspect of the task. Increased 

heterogeneity leads to a greater likelihood of persons with 

such ability being in the group. For conjunctive tasks, the 

opposite relationship holds. In this weak-link situation, 

the probability of having a least-able member increases as 

the probability of successful task completion decreases. 

The implication of these relationships' to the present 

question cannot be made wi th confidence for the reasons 

given earlier, and because the nature of the jury decision-

making task has not been studied with an eye toward ascer-

taining whether the task tends toward conjunctivity or dis-

junctivity, or additivity; or, if it is largely discretion-

ary, how juries in fact typically tr~at the task. The dif-

ference, as we have seen, is considerable. If the jury 

decision-making task is discretionary, it may be possible 

through instruction or brief training to have juries treat 

their task as disju~ctive so that through modifications such 

as size (a group rather tha-n an individual) and heteroge-

-I 
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neous composition, the likelihood of superior decision 

making could be enhanced. 

Superior Performance by Grollps Compareo to Individuals 

Most studies show groups to perform better, that is, to 

produce superior products or to make more accurate decisions 

and judgments. 8 If we examine the reasons why this occurs, 

we will understand the conditions under which groups are to 

be preferred and the limits of their superiority. 

The single most powerful reason for enhanced task per

formance by groups is mere statistical pooling: by increas

ing the siz(~ of a sample, random error is reduced and the 

probability of obtaining at least one person with the know-

8. See, e.g., J.H. Davis, Group Performance (1969); Faust, 
Group versus Individual Problem Solving, 59 J. of .. Abnormal 
and Social psych. 68 (1959); Fox & Lorge, The Relatlve Qual
ity of Decisions Written by Individuals and by Groups as the 
Available Time for ~roblem Solving Is Increased, 57 J. of 
Social Psych. 227 (1962); Laughlin, McGlynn, Anderson, & 
Jacobson, Concept Attainment by Inoiviouals versus Coopera
tive Pairs as a Function of Memory, Sex, ana Concept Rule, 8 
J. of Personality ana Social Psych. 410 (1968); Lorge & 
Solomon, Group and Indivioual Behavior in Free-Recall Verbal 
Learning, in Mathematical Method s in Small Group Proces~es 
(J.H. Criswell, H. Solomon, & P. Suppes eds. 1962); .Luchlns 
& Luchins, Einstel]ung Effect and Group Problem Solvlng, 77 
J. of Social Psych. 78 (1969); Restle, Speed ana Accuracy of 
Cognitive Achievement in Small Groups, !n Mathematical Meth
ods in Small Group Processes (J. H. Cr lswell, H. solumon, & 

P. Suppes ed s. 1962); Res tIe & Dav is, Success and Spee9 of 
Problem Solving by Individuals ana Groups, 69 P~ychol09lc~1 
Rev. 520 (1962); Taylor & Faust, Twenty Questlons: Effl
ciency in Problem Solving as a Function of Size of Group, 44 
J. of Experimental Psych. 360 (1952). 
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ledge and skills needed to complete the task is increased. 

The first aspect is illustrated by studies in which people 

are asked to estimate the temperature of a room, the number 

of objects in a stimulus array, the weight of objects, etc. 

Group estimates come s ignif icantly closer to the actual 

amounts than estimates by individuals. 9 This is the clear-

est and simplest illustration of the statistical pooling ef-

fect: average the estimates of individuals, and the result 

comes progressively closer to the actual value as group size 

increases and random error is thereby reduced. The effect 

also works for more complicated tasks. For example, groups 

of highly educated persons were asked to predict future po-

I i tical, econom ic, and technological events. The pred ic-

tions were compared to the actual outcomes and, as expected, 

the group predictions tended to be more accurate than indi-

9. See, e.g., Farnsworth & Williams, The Accuracy of the 
Median and Mean of a Group of Judgments, 2 J. of Social 
Psych. 237 (1936); Gordon, Group Judgments in the Field of 
Lifted Weights, 7 J. of Experimental Psych. 398 (1924); 
Preston, Note on the Reliability and the Validity of the 
Group Judgment, 22 J. of Exper imental Psych. 463 (1938); 
Sattler, Effect of Group Variability on Pooleo Group Deci
sions, 18 Psychological Rep. 676 (1966); Stroop, Is the 
Judgment of the Grou Better than that of the Average Member 
of the Group? 15 J. of Experimental Psych. 550 (193); 
Travers, A Study in Judging the Opinions of Groups, 47 
Archives of Psych., No. 266 (1941); Travers, A Study of the 
Ability to Judge Group Knowledge, 56 Am. J. of Psych. 54 
(1943); Travers, The General Ability to Judge Group-Know
ledge, 56 Am. J. of Psych. 95 (1943). 
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'd 1 d' t' 10 VI ua pre IC lons. Nonexperts as well make more correct 

judgments (for example, about economic facts or current 

11 events) when they decide as a group. This is a strictly 

statistical, nonsocial phenomenon, predictable from sampling 

theory.12 

Regarding juries, Saks found some evidence of such 

reduced variability with increases in group size.
13 

Another 

aspect of pooling is that as the size of the group in

creases, the probability of obtaining one or more highly 

able members increases. This effect was noted as early as 

193214 and is most often given as the Lorge-Solomon Model A, 

which posits that the group performance is equal to that of 

the group's most able member. 15 The final "statistical" 

effect is that, due to their number, groups have the po

tential to bring more resources to a problem and have 

10. Kaplan, Skogstead, & Girshick, The Prediction of Social 
and Technological Events, 14 Pub. Opinion Q. 93 (1950). 

11. Jenness, The Role of Discussion in Changing Opin~on 
Regarding a Matter of Fact, 27 J. of Abnormal and SocIal 
Psych. 279 (1932). 

12. W.L. Hays, Statistics for the Social Sciences (2d ed. 
1973). 

13. M.J. Saks, Jury Verdicts (1977). 

14. Stroop, supra note 9. 

15. Lorge & Solomon, Group and Individual Performance in 
Problem Solving Related to Previous Exposure to Problem, 
Level of Aspiration, and Group Size,S Behavioral Science 28 
(1960). 
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more memory storage and processing capaci ty than anyone 

member of that group. These effects of statistical pooling 

are obvious and common-sensical, yet they are powerful 

sources of a group's heightened ability in comparison to 

, d' '0 1 16 l.n IVI ua s. 

There are also nonstatistical, social and psychologi-

cal, effects. A typical experiment is to present a story to 

individuals and groups or allow them to observe a series of 

events, and ask them to report as accurately as possible 

what they have read or observed. 17 The resul t is that 

groups generate less detailed information than individuals, 

but a greater proportion of the group's output is accu

rate .18 The reason for this seems to be that in groups 

people are more inhibited about presenting information they 

are not confident about, or that the group's enhanced error-

checking capability suppresses conclusions that are doubted 

by a few people so that they are never offered as a group 

16. See, A.P. Hare, Handbook of Small Group Research 
(1976-) .-

17. See, e.g., Dashiell, Experimental Studies of the 
Influence of Social Situations on the Behavior of Individual 
Human Adults, in A Handbook of Social Psychology (C. Murchi
son ed. 1935); Yuker, Group Atmosphere and Memory, 51 J. of 
Abnormal and Social Psych. 17 (1955). 

18. See review in H.H. Kelley & J.W. Thibaut, Group Problem 
solvi~ in 4 Handbook of Social Psychology (G. Lindzey & E. 
Aronson eds. 1968). 
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product. This finding--that groups remember better than 

individuals and do so by generating more accurate (if not 

more voluminous) information--occurs reliably.19 It is 

frequently noted in the literature that the advantage of 

groups over individuals is clear when a task is divisible. 20 

Also, as tasks grow in their technical aspects or complex

ity, the capability of groups increases in comparison with 

, d' 'd 1 21 1n 1V1 ua s. This is most likely due both to the tendency 

of such tasks to lend themselves to a division of labor and 

to the availability of greater resources within groups and 

greater error-checking ability (both "statistical" and 

, 1) 22 SOC1a • 

The statistical pooling effect implies that one of the 

19. See, e. g.J A.P. Hare, sUEra note 16, at 329; Dashiell, 
sUEra note 17. 

20. See A.P. Hare, sUEra note 16, at 318; r. D. Steiner, 
sUEra riOte 5. 

21. Frank & Anderson, Effects of Task and GrouE Size uEon 
GrouE Productivity aI)d Member Satisfaction, 34 Sociometry 
135 (197l); Goldman, GrouE Performance Related to Size and 
Initial Ability of GrouE Members, 28 Psychological Rep. 551 
(1971). 

22. Dashiell, sUEra note 18; Shaw, A ComEarison of Indivi
duals and Small GrouEs in the Rational Solution of ComElex 
Problems, 44 Am. J. of Psych. 491 (1932); South, Some P sy
chological Aspects of Committee Work, 11 J. of Applied 
Psych. 348 (1927); Ziller, GrouE Size: A Determinate of the 
Quality and Stability of GrouE Decisions, 20 Sociometry 165 
(1957). 
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major advantages of a group is merely its ability to capture 

one or two highly skilled individuals, that the group per

forms no better than its most able member (and probably per

forms less ably due to the process losses involved in iden-

tifying that member and coordinating the group). And, in-

23 deed, for many kinds of tasks this is just what happens. 

There are some circumstances, however, in which the group 

performs better than the best of its consti tuent members. 

In these circumstances, more than mere pooling is working to 

the group's advantage; social processes are operating to 

make the group more effective than the sum of its parts, 

that is, more effective than synthetic groups made up of 

"members'" individual performances. For example, one study 

presented groups and individuals with complex syllogisms 

containing conclusions that were consistent wi th the pre

sumptions and prejudices of most people. 24 The task was to 

23. See, e.g., Lorge, Fox, Davitz, & Brenner, A Survey of 
Stu~i~s Contrasting the Quality of GrouE Performance and 
Ind1V1dual Performance, 1920-1957, 55 Psychological Bull. 
337 (1958); Marquart, GrouE Problem Solving, 41 J. of Social 
Psych. 103 (1955); Schoner, Rose, & Hoyt, Quality of Deci
sions: Individuals versus Real and Synthetic GrouEs, 59 J. 
of Applied Psych. 424 (1974); Steiner & Rajaratnam, A Model 
fo~_!h~_ComEarison of Individual and Group Performance 
Scores, 6 Behavioral Science 142 (1961). 

24. Barnlund, A Comparative Study of Individual, Majority, 
and GrouE Judgment, 58 J. of Abnormal and Social Psych. 55 
(1959). 
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assess the internal val id i ty of each syllog ism and state 

whether the concl usion followed from the given premises. In 

this task, groups were correct more often than individuals, 

more often than synthetic groups, and more often than their 

most capable member. 25 More than mere statistical pooling 

is going on in such situations; some social process must 

facilitate such performance. Some of the group processes 

that permit this to happen appear to be: enhanced motiva-

tion, increased caution and deliberateness, heightenea 

critical resources, and comp~tition among private pre

jUdices. 26 

Another process that occurs in group decision making is 

the "risk shift" phenomenon. When a tendency toward one di

rection or another exists, the group accentuates that ten-

dency. '111is phenomenon was originally called the "risky 

shift" bec,:lUse the early studies employed tasks that showed 

25. See also W. M. Timmons, Decisions and Attitudes as Out
comes of the Discussion of a Social Problem (1939) (Columbia 
University Teachers College, Contributions to Education No. 
777); Thorndike, On What Type of Tasks Will A Group Do Well? 
33 J. of Abnormal and Social Psych. 409 (1938); Timmons, Can 
the Product Superiority of Discussors Be Attributed to Aver
aging or Ma jor i ty I nfl uences? 15 J. 0 f Social Psych. 23 
(1942); Wagner & Alper, The Effect of an Audience on Behav
ior in a Choice Situation, 47 J. of 'Abnormal and Social 
Psych. 222 (1952). 

26. B.E. Collins & H. Guetzkow, A Social Psychology of 
Group Processes for Decision-Making (1964). 
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greater risk-taking by groups than by individuals. Eventu-

ally, researchers realized that shifts occurred in a conser-

vative direction as well, when the task (or the task's sub

ject matter) leaned initially in a conservative (or low-

risk) direction. The risk shift or group polarization 

phenomenon indicates that if the initial average opinions of 

a group lean away from the neutral, the group's collective 

opinion will lean even further in the initial direction 

f d · . 27 a ter ~SCUSSlon. 

Finally, it should be noted that even in the numerous 

circumstances in which group performance is superior to 

individual performance (for example, in productivity or 

accuracy) this performance is purchased at a substantial 

cost in efficiency~ That is, the productivity per person 

per unit of time is much lower in groups than in the average 

efforts of individuals working alone. 

Inferior Performance by Groups Compared to Individuals 

There are some kinds of tasks and some circumstances in 

which groups perform less well than the average constituent 

individual. As we discussed in presenting Steiner's typol-

ogy, groups do not perform as wEll as individuals at con-

27. Myers & Lamm, The Group Polarization Phenomenon, 83 
Psychological Bull. 602 (1976). 
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junctive tasks. Altheugh there are seme cenoitiens under 

which greups perferm better than their best member, that is 

net usually the case. Fer mest tasks, the mest able indi-

vidual can de better than the greup.28 In the centext ef 

the present questien, it may be that if the judge is mere 

able at the task than any member ef the jury, the jury will 

net achieve the same level ef per fermance as the judge. 29 

Mereever, greup superierity fades if the task does net lend 

itself to. division ef laber, if erganizational preblems 

everwhelm the group, er if lew standards ef perfermance are 

set.30 Our infermal analysis ef the jury task suggests, 

hewever, that large parts ef the task are divisible and that 

precess lesses de net exceed the gain in reseurces and ether 

benefits. There is some reasen to. believe that as tasks 

beceme increasingly cemplex, greup perfermance fallS eff,31 

but the data needed to. assess this pessibly crucial };>0int 

are inadequate. 

In a sense, juries are discussien greups, altheugh the 

discussien is a means and net an end in itself, as it is fer 

28. A.P. Hare, supra note 16. 

29, Id.; Ma rsten, studies in Testimeny, 15 J. 0. f Cr im. Law 
and Cr iminelegy 5 (1924). 

30. A.P. Hare, supra nete 16; I.D. Steiner, supr~ nete 5. 

31. H.H. Kelley & J.W. Thibaut, supra nete 18. 
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seme greups. At Ie:> t _as ene study has feund that untrained, 

that is, new, discuss' len greups lese appreximately 80 per-

cent ef the ideas centributed to. it by its members.
32 

Valu-

able centributiens were net retained by the greup. This 

represents considerable infermatien less due to. greup pre-

ce.s-s-; the reseurces were present, but could net be har-

nessed. As a result, in these d' , lSCUSSlen greups, 75 percent 

ef individual decisiens were su ' t h perler 0. t e greup deci-

siens. Because synthetic greups eften de better than inter

acting greups, 33 it may be mere effective to. have indivi-

duals make decisiens 

into. a group decisien. 

that are then cembined artificially 

Enhancing Greup Effectiveness 

In the research literature, greups are net cempa~'ed 

enly to. individuals. In search ef the facters that weuld 

impreve greup preductivity and decisien making, qreups are 

cempared to. other kinds of g reups. One respense to. the 

32. ,Lerge, Tuckman, Aikman, Spiegel &. Mess, P ebl 
Selvlng by T7ams and by Individuals in a'Field Setti r 4~ 
J. ef Educatlena1 Psych. 160 (1955). ng, 

~3. See, e.g., ,F~ust! supra nete 8; Tayler, Berry~ & Bleck 
ees G:e~p Partlclpatlen When Using Brainsterming Facilitat~ 

~~t!~hlblt Creative Th~nking? 3 Ad. Sciences Q. 23 (1958); 
n, De Greups Thlnk Mere Efficiently Than Individuals? 

23 J. ef Abnermal and Secial Psych. 238 (1928). . 
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present issue might be to modify the decision-making group 

rather than dispense with it; to take advantage of the bene-

fits of group process by designing improvements in the 
jury's composition, structure, or process. 

In this section, 

we discuss several variables encountered in reviewing the 

research on group behavior that ~ould be employed to modify 

certain features of the jury to make it more effective. 

The following list is not exhaustive or definitive, but 

only suggestive of a strategy by which the knowledge con-

tained in the 11 sma -group research literature could be put 

to work to answer the present question. 

Increase individual task-skill through traininq. The 
jury task in all cases, espe ' 11 1 CIa y ccmp ex cases, requires 

two level s of member ski 11. 
One is substantive under-

standing of the subject matter in dispute. The second is 

skill in group discussion and decision making. 
It has been 

found that virtually any training or practice at a task sig

nificantly increases a group's ability to perform the task 

effectively. 
JUrors could .be given instructions, training, 

or "dry runs" d on group eliberation. Mere exposure to a 

task at time-l improves performance on th e task at time-2. 

Jurors who have previously served on cases 
could be pre-

37 

ferred for membership on juries that are to hear complex 

34 cases. 

Improve the composition of the group. Wi th regard to 

knowledge of the substantive matter before the jury, the 

small-group literature makes clear that high levels of indi-

The vidual skill lead to high levels of group performance. 

obvious implication is that on cases thought to demand high 

levels of group skill, more knowledgeable or skilled jurors 

be assemb; ;::d . 

Provide time for individual thinking. Where a task 

calls for individual thinking, the group product is better 

when time is set as ide for i nd iv id ual though t, rather than 

, d 35 when constant communication and interaction is requIre . 

34. See, e~ Faucheux & Moscovici, Studies on Group 
Cre-,tivity: III. Noise and Complexity in the Inrer€ntra1 
P roc~ss, 21 Human Relat ions 29 (1968); Goldberg & Maccoby, 
Children's Acquisition of Skill in Performing a Group Task 
Under Two Conditions of Group Formation, 2 J. of Personality 
and Social Psych. 898 (1965); Hall, Group Performance Under 
Feedback That Confounds Responses of Group Members, 20 Soci
ometry 207 (1957); Leathers, Quality of Group Communication 
as a Determinate of Group Product, 39 Speech Monographs 166 
(1972); Loree & Koch, Use of Verbal Reinforcement in Devel
oping Group Discussion Skills, 51 J. of Educ. Psych. ~64 
(1960); Maier, An Experimental Test of the Effect of TraIn
ing on Discussion Leadership, 6 Human Relations 161 (1953); 
Maier, Effects of Training on Decision-Making, ,30 psy~ho
logical Rep. 159 (1972); Meier & Hoffman, QualIty of FIrst 
and Second Solutions in Group Problem Solving, 44 J. of Ap
plied Psych. 278 (1960); Pryer & Bass, Some Effects of Feed
back on Behavior in Groups, 22 Sociometry 56 (1959). 

35. See Gustafson, Shukla, Delbecq, & Walster, A Compara-

\ 
\ 
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Increase group size. For certain kinds of tasks, of 

which jury decision making appears to be one, larger groups 

(within limits) perform better than smaller groups; the dis

cussion of Steiner's model makes this evident.
36 

Note that these are but a few suggestions gleaned in 

passing from the smal+-group research literature; others may 

be found. 37 The solution of complex problems is likely to 

be facilitated by effective coordination of efforts, ef-

fective leadership, clear objectives, clear rules and pro-

cedures, more communication, more information, and more 

t
. 38 lme. If the strategy of jury enhancement is adopted, a 

more thorough search of the literature would be desirable. 

tive Study of Differences in Subjective Likelihood Estimates 
Made~ Individuals, Interacting Groups, Delphi Groups, and 
Nominal Groups, 9 Organizational Behavior and Human Perfor
mance 280 (1973); Vroom, Grant, & Cotton, The C onseguences 
of Social Interaction in Group Problem Solving, 4 Organiza
tional Behavior and Human Performance 77 (1969). 

36. See also review in M.J. Saks, supra note 13; see 
studies cited in Ballew v. Georgia, 98 S. Ct. 1029 (1978)-.--

37. Novel solutions are possible; for an example, see M.J. 
Baks, supra note 13. . 
38. See A.P. Hare, su~ note 16, at 341-43; Lambert, The 
Process of Influence and Productivity in Small Work Groups, 
16-Bulletin du C.E.R.P. 377 (1967); Sorenson, Task Demands, 
Group Interacti .. 9n and Group Performance, 34 Sociometry 483 
(1971). 
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The Individuals in the Group 

Jury Composition 

Despite widespread interest by lawyers and others about 

who sits on a jury aqd the possible impact of members' indi

v id ual character istics, incl ud ing possible prej ud ices, the 

available data all point to one conclusion: the individual 

differences among jurors, including personality and atti

tudes, account for no more than about 10 percent of the 

variance in group decisions; the evidence presented accounts 

for about three to seven times as much variance. 39 Why? 

At least two-thirds of cases are clear, not close;40 without 

the ambiguity of a close case, a juror would have to exhibit 

blatant personal prejudices to sway the group decision. 

Most cases are "easy," not "difficu1t."4l Excluding jurors 

who have personal ties to principals in the case removes the 

most powerful basis for prejudicial decisions (interpersonal 

influence and expectation of future interaction, not attitu-

39. See Saks, The Limits of Scientific Jury Selection: 
Ethical and Empirical, 17 Jurimetrics J. 3 (1976); S. Pen
rod, Evaluation of Social Scientific and Traditional Attor
ney Methods of Jury Selection (1979) (unpublished doctoral 
dissertation, Harvard Univ.). 

40. Lempert, Uncovering "Nondiscernible" Differences: 
Empirical Research and the Jury Size Cases, 73 Mich. L. Rev. 
643 (1975). 

41. H. Kalven & H. Zeisel, supra note 1. 
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dinal abstractions). The jury task is more or less success-

fully defined as reaching a decision based upon evidence, so 

that being "right" means responding to the testimony, rather 

th 'b' 42 an one s lases. 

These generalizations describe the overall functioning 

of the jury system, at least so far as the available data 

are accurate. In particular cases, or particular kinds of 

cases, these generalizations may fail. For example, in 

"close" cases, individual juror differences almost certainly 

t k t ' t 43 d' h '1 ' a e on grea er lmpor ance. An ln t ose cases lnvo vlng 

complex evidence, juror differences may have a considerable 

effect. 

When the level of knowledge or skill required is low, 

as in most cases, the requisi te skills are widely found in 

the population and appear on most, if not all, juries. 

Collins and Guetzko~ report that for routine tasks, group 

heterogenei ty, or grouping itself, offers 1 i ttle benefit 

h ' d' 'd 1 44 over omogeneous groups or over ln 1 v 1 ua s. As the task 

becomes more compl ex, the group's abil i ty to perform the 

task is enhanced by heterogeneity, increased group size, and 

42., See M.J. Saks & R. Hastie, Social Psychology in Court 
(19178). 

43. M.J. Saks, supra note 39. 

44. B.E. Collins & H. Guetzkow, supra note 26. 
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the presence of unusually knowledgeable or skilled mem

bers. 45 But the benefit of heterogeneity is not without its 

costs. Shaw has found that even as task-relevant skills may 

complement each other, interpersonal conflicts are more 

likely to arise in heterogeneous groups.46 This is one of 

the process losses Steiner postulates. The possibility is 

real, however, that unlike simpler cases, complex cases put 

a prem{um on individual knowledge and skill that is equal to 

the task. 

With regard to knowledge of the substantive matter 

before the jury, the small-group literature makes clear that 

high levels of individual skill lead to high levels of group 

performance. The literature presents some case studies that 

suggest that I for complex cases, the j ur ies that are chosen 

are composed of apparently less-able ind i v id uals than a jury 

in a typical civil case in the same jurisdiction. 47 Meeting 

45. I. D. Steiner, supra note 5; Hoffman, Homogeneit¥ of 
Member Personality and Its Effect on Group Problem-Solvlng, 
"5"8 J. of Abnormal and Social Psych. 27 (1959); Pelz, Some 
Social Factors Related to Performance in a Research Organi
zation. 1 Ad. Science Q. 310 (1956). 

46. Shaw, A Note Concerning Homogeneity of Membership and 
Group Problem Solving, 60 J. of Abnormal and Social Psych. 
448 (1960). 

47. Note, The Right to an Incompetent Jury: Protracted 
Commercial Litigation and the Seventh Amenamen~, 10 Conn. L. 
Rev. 775 (1978). 
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the decision-making demands of comple~ evidence may derive 

unusual benefit from heterogeneous groups containing highly 

capable individuals, especially if they already have exper-

tise in the subject mattter of the dispute. A group with 

heterogeneous skills and knowledge could exploit the posi-

tive features of group performance and do better than any 

single individual could. Such a heterogeneous group could 

include typical jurors as well as people more knowledgeable 

in particular areas. Some studies have found that group 

members who are particularly expert in certain areas germane 

to the group's work tend to adapt to the role of a resource 

48 
person to the group and are accepted with skepticism by 

the group (that is, their views are not adopted wi thout 

challenge) • Such groups would almost certainly perform 

better than individual judges, who lack expertise in the 

technical -area at issue or who, at best, can be highly 

knowledgeable in a 1 imi ted number o£ areas. The growing 

literature questioning judicial capacity in complex cases 

'suggests that the alternative of exchanging conventional 

juries for "supergroupsi" composed of highly skilled indi-

48. Shaw, Some Effects of Varying Amounts of Information 
Exclusively Possessed by a Group Member Upon His Behavior in 
the Group, 68 J. of General Psych. 71 (1963); Shaw & Penrod, 
Does More Information Available to a Group Improve GrouE 
Performance? 25 Sociometry 377 (1963). 
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viduals, would be more beneficial than exchanging juries for 

, 49 
Judges. A similar proposal is that of the "science 

50 court", in which controversial technical issues would be 

resolved through an adversary presentation to a panel of 

, a f I' eld related to, but without a vested judges expert In 

interest in, the subj ect of dispute. 51 Another suggestion 

is that of presenting complex cases before panels of three 

or more judges, to take advantage of small-group processes 

by combining several judges into a single decision-making 

entity. A suggestion related to the possibility of enhan·-

cing the composition of j ur ies is that of instituting per

emptory inclus ions along with, or instead of, peremptory 

challenges, so that persons wi th knowledge (or prej ud ices) 

favorable to one party or the other could be represented on 

, 52 
the Jury. 

These suggestions are not wi thout compl ications, both 

49. D.L. Horowitz, The Courts and Social POlic
l
y p(1977); 

Bazelon, Coping with Technology through the Le~a roc~ss, 
62 Cornell L. Rev. 817 (1977); Horowi tz, OvercomIng Ba,rr Iers 
to the Use of Applied Socia~ Resea:-ch in the COl;lrts, In The 
Use, Nonuse, Misuse 9f Applied SocIal Research In the Courts 
149 (M.J. Saks & C.H. Baron eds. 1980). 

50. Kantrowitz, A Proposal for an Institution for Scien-
tific Judgment, 156 Science 763 (1967). 

51. Graham & Dillon, Creative Supergrou~s~ Group Perfor
mance as a Function of Individual Performance on Brainstorm
ing Tasks, 93 J. of Social Psych. 101 (1974). 

52. This suggestion has been made by Professor Richard O. 
Lempert of the University of Michigan Law School. 
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legal and psychological (for example, people trained in cer-

tain fields share certain political and social biases). The 

main point is that a group composed of highly skilled indi

viduals would probably perform better at fact-finding than 

any existing judicial decision-making entity. 

Individual Cognition 

In this final section, we draw several well-established 

h ' d1'v1'dual l' nformation proces-principles from researc on ln 

sing in an attempt to cast light upon the individual task 

facing a juror (or judge) in trying to learn new, unfamil-

iar, technlcal 1n orma lone , 'f t' The l'mpl1'cat1'ons of this brief 

review are that competent decision making by a jury in a 

complex case will be enhanced either by placing persons on 

the jury who have backgrounds in the field in question, or 

by mod ifyi ng the cond i tions under wh ich j ur or s a re called 

upon to learn new information so that learning is more feas~ 

ible. We will not attempt a comprehensive analysis: only 

several major, illustrative points will be made. 53 

Human memory involves two distinct sUbsystems: Short-

In order to Term Memory (STM) ana Long-Term Memory (LTM). 

apprehend any information, it must first enter STM. But STM 

53. See generally P.H. Lindsay & D.A. Norman, Human Infor
mation Processing (1977). 
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is a temporary, work-space memory: information is lost 

within seconds unless it is rehearsed (actively repeated) or 

transferred to LTM, which is where memory storage occurs. 

When people remember a telephone number just.long enough to 

make the CC{ll or forget the names of people to whom they 

were introduced less than a minute before, they have simply 

held the information in STM and then let it go. People 

often believe they have learned something merely because 

they hear, comprehend, and even repeat it. But unless the 

information gets into LTM, there is no possibility of using 

the information later. Th is is analogous to a computer, 

which has a central processing work-space with a brief life 

(during the run of a program), and longer-term storage on 

tapes or disks for information that is to be saved for later 

use. Thus, the first challenge in learning new information 

is getting it into the LTM subsystem. 

The second, and greater, challenge is to retri eve in-

formation that has been stored in LTM when it is needed. 

Retrieval depends upon the adequacy of the organization of 

information wi thin LTM. If new information is integrated 

with existing and accessible information, in cognitive 

structures that lead efficiently to the new information, the 

new information can be retrieved. Th is is analogous to a 

library, which has a great deal of information on its 

! . 
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shelves, but the retrievability of that information is de

pendent upon the adequacy of the library's catalogs and 

indexes. This is evident in everyday life when we know that 

we know something, but we cannot "d ig it out" of memory; or 

we read a news story related to our field of expertise and 

it "sticks," but a news story about an unrelated discipline 

is relatively quickly lost. More controlled demonstrations 

have been performed in psychology experiments. For example, 

in one study, subjects in two conditions were read identical 

parag raphs, wh ich they we re late r asked to recall. The 

paragraph carried one title for one condition and another 

ti tIe for the other. Certain information contained in the 

paragraph was recalled far more often under one title than 

under the other. The reason is that a given title evoked a 

context into which the information easily fit and from which 

it was easily retrieved; the other title provided a context 

54 that more readily held other information in the paragraph. 

An enormous amount of the early learning in a new field 

involves terminology and definitions, after which one devel

ops a deeper structure of understanding, meaning, and or-

ganization. Pieces of information begin to congeal, or 

54. Bransford & Johnson, Considerations of Some Problems of 
Comprehension, in Visual Information Processing (W. G. Chase 
ed. 1973). 
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"chunk," so that anyone of them serves as a stimulus to 

recall several others. Then many chun ks a re I inked seman-

tically to others. Semantic networks are powerful aspects 

of the memory system. For example, to a knowledgeable law

yer the term "antitrust" will call to mind a whole body of 

concepts, cases, doctrines, statutes, an~cdotes, and indivi-

duals. To a nonexpert, the term calls to mind few and vague 

notions. A new bit of information related to antitrust has 

more meaning and more nuance to an antitrust lawyer, and 

because of its connections wi th existing knowledge will be 

more easily stored in LTM and more easily retrieved. Simi-

larly, a financial analyst, physician, or economist has a 

network of information that allows relatively easy analysis 

and assimilation of information in one of those areas. 

In addition to integrative processes, it is known that 

storage and retrieval are facilitated by the "depth of pro

cessing" to which new information is subjected; that is, 

va rious "level s" of a piece of informat ion can be noticed. 

Consider a new study a social psychologist reads about. He 

can note many things about the study: its title, its 

authors, its date; the subject population, the procedures 

employed; the area of research it explores; the hypotheses 

it purports to test and what was found; and how these hypo-

theses fi t in wi th other research on the same questions. 
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Each succeeding level is a "deeper" processing of the in-

formation. The deeper the processing, the more likely the 

retrieval. In a sense, memory is a form of problem solving. 

Even information thought to be forgotten can be found if 

enough "paths" can be travelled, anyone of which might lead 

to the information. The more connections there are to 

existing memory, the more rapid and certain the retrieval. 

Experience with an area of knowledge changes the nature of a 

person's problem solving in that area. Many problems are 

too complex even for experts, so they learn to use special 

analytic and synthetic tools: s tat is tic s , for m u 1 as, a 1 g 0-

r i thms, etc. 

Human Information Processing, a textbook on memory 

processes, summ·~ri~es what a person has to do to store new 

information in LTM and have a good chance of retrieving it 

later: 

1. Work. Memory seldom comes eas il y. Tt 
requires attention to the material, effort, and 
skill. 
2. Understand. Know what you are trying to do. 
Try to paraphrase the material. Know how it is 
related to other things. 
3. Organi ze. Di v ide the mater ial into small 
pieces. Fit each piece sensibly with the others. 
Try to combine it wi th what you already know. 
Things in isolation are hard to remember. Look 
for structure in the mate5~al itself. Use 
mnemonic aids where possible. 

55. P.H. Lindsay & D.A. Norman, supra note 53, at 365. 
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In light of these few concepts of information 

processing--STM and LTM, integrative processes, depth of 

processing, and these three "rules" for learning that follow 

from them, what chance does a jury have to learn new infor-

mation? Evidence comes in a continuous (if not always 

steady and stimulating) stream. STM is bombarded; most of a 

juror's attention is tClken up with "mere" perception and 

comprehension of the immediate message. Little opportunity 

exists Eor trying to place the information into LTM. JUrors 

are probably surprised at how little they recall after a day 

of even conscientious and attentive consideration of testi-

mony. If a trial is a learrdng experience, where lawyers 

and witnesses are the teachers, the jurors have little or no 

orportunity to understand (in the sense of integrating or 

deeply pr ocess ing) or to organi ze the i nformat i on. They 

cannot ask how one thing relates to another, cannot pause to 

learn the terminology thoroughly before moving on to more 

conceptual learning, cannot review the material periodically 

after presentation to test their recall and understanding. 

By contrast, a judge can, if he wishes to, prepare for a 

case by reading up on the subject matter in dispute~ asking 

ques t ions, reviewing, and so forth, the reby enhancing the 

oppc,rtuni ty to wor k actively on the mater ial, understand, 

and organize it. 
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The demands of learning a large body of new information 

are formiuable. The circumstances in wh ich a conventional 

lay juror is placed do not promote that learning. Numerous 

improvements might be poss ible. The two that come most 

immediately to mind are to restructure the jury's learning 

s i tuat ion so tba t more can be learned from the tes timony, 

and to include on the jury persons who already possess basic 

knowledge of the subject matter of the dispute. 
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APPENDIX 

The Literature Review 

The literature rev iewed for this repor t consisted of 

research and theoretical stud ies cond ucted on the subj ects 

of small-group productiyity, problem solving, decision 

making, and judgment by psychologists, sociologists, 

communication researchers, and organizational scientists. 

Standa·rd reviews, bibliographies, and text3 56 were examined; 

these secondary sources, wh ich proved to be most helpful, 

were relied upon heavily. 

We were most interested In studies of small groups 

making judgments or choosing among al ternatives (decision 

making) when the task was protracted or involved complex 

56. r. Altman, C. Pendleton, & A. TerauGs, Annotations of 
Small Group Research Studies (1960); B.E. Collins & H. 
Guetzkow, supra note 26; ·J.H. Davis, supra note 8~ Group 
Dynamics: Research and Theory (D. Cartwright & A. Zander 
eds., 3d ed., 1968); Handbook of Industrial and Organiza
tional Psychology (M.D. Dunnette ea. 1976); A.P. Hare, supra 
note 16; J.E. McGrath & I. Altman, Small Group Research 
(1966); W. E. Scott & L. L. Cummings, Readings in Organiza
tional Behavior and Human Performance (l973); I.D. Steiner, 
supra note 5; H.H. Kelley & J.W. Thibaut, supra note 18; 
Shiflett, Toward a General_Model of Small Group ProGuctiv
Jty, 86 Psychological Bull. 67 (1979); Zander, PsychologY-Qi 
Group Processes, 30 1l.nn. Rev. of Psych. 417 (1979); ZAnder, 
Study~~ GrouE Behavior During: Four Decades, 15 ,J. of 1Ip
plied Behavior 272 (1979). 
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information. In pursuit of such studies, we examined Psy-

chological Abstracts and Sociological Abstracts, and used 

the computer bibliographic search facilities of the Federal 

Judicial Center's computer (using Lockheed's DIALOG sys

tem) .57 Hare's review cited 6,037 references;58 McGrath and 

59 Altman's cited 2,699. The computer search also looked at 

Management Contents. In total, the computer search covered 

60 about 500,000 items from 1967 to the present. 

None of these contained the key words" task complexity" 

or "task difficulty." While Psychological Abstracts, for 

example, contained hundreds of small-group entries and deci-

sion entries, and thousands of task entries, only seven 

articles encompassed all three. While this may reflect a 

shortcoming of computerized search systems, it also reflects 

a shortage of direct attention to complex tasks in the 

small-group decision-making literature. 

Th is h ig hI igh ts the i nappropr i atenes s of ex is ting 

research to the immediate question. The research that is 

57. Thanks are due to Marsha Carey of the Federal JUdicial 
Center for carrying out the computer searcpes. 

58. A.P. Hare, supra note 16. 

59. J.E. McGrath & I. Altman, supra note 56. 

60. Psychological Abstr~cts had 305,000 items; Sociological 
Abstracts had 96,750; and Management Contents had 86,000. 
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more internally valid (that is, that permits tight infer-

ences to be drawn and engenders confidence in the study's 

conclusions) usually involves short-term group tasks, taking 

a few hours at most, which are relatively simple problems or 

judgments. Indeed, a simple mock criminal trial constitutes 

a relatively lengthy task in the small-group research tradi-

tion. In many ways, however, these studies are appropriate 

analogues to j ur ies. The subjects participating in the 

groups are usually nonspecialists in the subject matter of 

the problem to be solved or the decision to be made; have no 

past history of interaction and no establ ished, organi zed 

patterns; are strangers to one another; work together in 

face-to-face interaction and have no prospect of working 

together in the future. Those stud ies that involve more 

lengthy and complex problems almost always occur in circum

stances dissimilar to that of juries. These involve situa-

tions such as experts in a particular field meeting to deal 

with specialized problems or members of existing organiza

tions with established roles and hierarchies making deci-

sions or solving problems. Thus, virtually every study that 

has elements analogous to the problem at hand also has 

inappropriate elements. One should keep in mind, however, 

that these differences are significant only if they interact 

wi th the functional relationship of interest. Differences 

:1 
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that produce only main-effect, overall, elevations in scores 

are of no consequence to the ability to generalize from one 

level of a variable (for example, simulation setting) to 

another (for example, field setting). 

Most of these studies report empirical findings. For 

example, individuals might be asked to solve mathematics 

problems and their productivity and accuracy would be com

pared with that of groups composed of sim ilar ind iv id uals. 

The empiricatl finding in such instances would be that the 

group solved more problems accurately but that their effi

ciency (problems solved per person per unit of time) was 

lower than for individuals. The researchers might also 

compare the performance of these entities to that of 

"synthetic" or "staticized" groups, in which the performance 

of individuals is combined statistically into a "group" pro

duct. For example, indiv idual performances might be random

ly formed into "groups" of four, and by some rule (for 

f ) a "group" example, best performance or average per ormance 

product would be generated. This synthetic group product 

could be compared to the performance of individuals and real 

groups. A typical finding would be that the synthetic 

groups did best, real groups did second best, and indivi

duals did least well. 

In addition, standard and well-established findings on 
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individual information processing (perception, cognition, 

memory, judgment, decision making, and problem solving) have 

been drawn upon. This is relevant because a group can deal 

wi th new, complex information only through the acquisition 

of such information by individual members. For this part of 

the report, we have relied only upon standard tests.
61 

Again, no researcher has yet sat subjects down in front of a 

complex and protracted trial and studied their ability to 

store, retr ieve, and apply the information presented as 

ev idence . Bu'\: they have conducted studies of what are 

arguably analogous tasks, and have dev ised pr incipl es that 

can be applied with some confidence to the present question. 

The Research Tradition 

The systematic study of small-group behavior, which 

began in the late 1800s, 62 has been dominated by several 

major concerns throughout its history. One has been an 

effort to understand what the differences are between indi

vidual behavior and behavior within a group, as a lone be

haver in the presence of others (audience effects), as per-

61. B.F. Anderson, Cognitive Psychology (1975); P.H. Lind
say & D.A. Norman, supra note 53; G.R. Loftus & E.F. Loftus, 
Human Memory: The Processing of Information (1975). 

62. Triplett, The Dynamogenic Factors in Pacemaking and 
Competition, 9 Am. J. of Psych. 507 (1897). 
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sons performing independent tasks in the presence of or in 

competition with each other (coaction effects), or as joint 

efforts of two or more people working on a single task (true 

group effects). A second major concern has been to explain 

the patterns of difference ob~erved between individuals and 

groups and between different kinds of groups. A third con

cern has been the practical application of the findings of 

such research. Interest in application has come mostly from 

industry and the military, for the purpose of forming work 

groups that are optimally composed and organized for the 

tasks they are to perform. The goal of appliee research was 

to learn how to organize people in order to bring about 

greater productivity, better decisions, and more a.:::curacy. 

For this reason, in addition to the ubiquitous college 

student, subjects of experiments in this field typically 

include workers and military personnel. 63 

In the course of this research, four kinds of decision-

making entities~ave been compared: 
---

individuals; inter-

acting groups; synthetic groups, in which the products of 

63. See, e.g., Hemphill & Sechrest, A Comparison of Three 
Criteria of Aircrew Effectiveness in Combat Over Korea, 36 
J. 'of °Applied Psych. 323 (1952); Homans, The western 
E lectr ic Researches, in Human Factors in Management (S. D. 
H 0 s 1 e tt ~ d • 1 946 ) i J a c k son, The E f f e c t 0 f f han gin g the 
LeadershIp ef Small Work Groups, 6 Human Relations 25 
(1953). . 
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noninteracting individuals are combined in some artificial 

fashion i and groups of people interacting wi th each other 

only through controlled information flow and feedbac k (for 

example, Delphi groups). Different entities are compared to 

each other or to a known performance standard. For example, 

suppose one wanted to know which entity produced the best 

judgment of the temperature of a room. One could see which 

came closest to the actual temperature--individuals, small 

groups, pooled ind iv id ual judgments, or controll ed, ind i-

rectly interacting groups. The resul ts of these kinds of 

comparisons are the basis of the findings presented below. 

In regard to the question at hand, we would want to 

compare the jury's performance in deciding complex cases to 

that of judges. Instead of comparing final verdicts, it 

might make more sense to measure judges' and juries' compre

hension of the facts and arguments put forward by the par-

ties. Then one would be able to determine if they differed 

in their fact-finding abilities. Further, one might want to 

have a standard of accuracy against which both were tested. 

That is, even if the judge gave more correct answers than 

the jury, both might still be deemed inadequate to the task 

if they both gave more wrong answers than correct answers. 

Thus, an absol ute as well as a relative standard of com-

parison might be desirable and possible. 
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So far we have discussed only two kinds of variables, 

the primary independent variable of the type of decision-

making entity and the dependent variable of performance. 

These are not the only variables involvea in these studies~ 

to consider these exclusively results in little unraveling 

of the mystery of how the primary independent variable af-

fects the dependent variables. A profusion of other vari-

abIes has been included in the study of group behavior, ana 

these interact wi th the type of dec is ion-making entity or 

interv@ne between the independent and dependent variables in 

ways that are important to the question of juries and com-

plex cases. These other variables include the nature of the 

task, the characteristics of group members, the size of the 

group, and communication patterns wi thin the group. Many 

other variables that halTe been used in group research are 

either irrelevant to the present question or are of too 

little importance to be addressed in this review. Such 

variables include: interpersonal choice among group mem-

bers, personality and attitudinal characteristics of group 

members, group cohesiveness, social status in group, and 

leadership. 

Social Facilitation 

An important question in group research has been how 

individual performance is affected by working alone, in the 
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presence of others, or in competi tion wi th others. This is 

not full-fledged "group" performance, but it is analogous to 

the situation facing jurors during a trial. They must com

prehend the evidence as individuals, but in the presence of 

other jurors with whom they expect to discuss later what 

they learned ind·i v id ually. The heart of the question for 

researchers was whether the presence of other people facili-

tated or inhibited the performance of individuals. After 

many years of research, a wealth of seemingly contradictory 

findings had piled up: people make fewer errors in an eye

hand coordination task when in the presence of an audience~ 

learning of nonsense syllables is inhibited by an audience~ 

word association is facilitated; maze learning is inhibited; 

solving multiplication problems is facilitated; a vigilance 

task is facilitated.
64 

What does this mean? Obviously, the 

researcher s did not know "the answer." Zaj onc has demon-

strated convincingly that the shortcoming had been theoreti

cal: once a third variable was taken into account, the ap

parent chaos disappeared and the puzzle pieces fell into 

place. 65 He-suggested that the effect of performing a task 

in the presence of others was to raise the general level of 

64. See review in Zajonc, supra note 3. 

65. Id. 

, 
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arousal of the behaver. Increased arousal increases the 

probability that responses high in a person's response hier

archy (that is, well-learned responses) will be emitted. If 

we divide the tasks mentioned above into "performance" tasks 

(already well-learned responses that are simply being car-

ried out) and "learning" tasks (where some new response has 

to be acquired), we find that social settings facilitate the 

former and inhibi t the latter. The already well-l~arned 

responses of performance tasks are emitted at a higher rate; 

for the learning tasks, like solving difficult problems, it 

is the errors that are emitted at a higher rate. 

'Several lessons can be drawn from these findings. 

First, one would expect jurors (and judges) to have a more 

d ifficul t time learning the ev idence 'in a tension-charged 

courtroom than they would alone in a quiet place. Jurors 

trying to sort out the information and solve problems as a 

group ough t to do less well than a judge alone. Second r 

this is a tenuous extrapolation. For example, in any trial, 

but particularly a protracted one, it may well be that ~eo-

pIe become accustomed to--indeed, may become bored with--the 

setting, and the social facilitation effect simply may not 

apply. Third, "contradictory" findings may be a clue that 

something useful is about to be learned, not that the situ-

ation is chaotic and hopeless. 
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THE FEDERAL JUDICIAL CENTER 

The Federal Judicial Center is the research, development, and 
training arm of the federal judicial system. It was established by 
Congress in 1967 (28 U.S.C. §§ 620-629), on the recommenda
tion of the Judicial OJnference of the United States. 

By statute, the Chief Justice of the United States is chairman 
of the Center's Board, which also includes the Director of the 
Administratbe Office of the United States Courts and six 
judges elected by the Judicial Conference. , 

The Center's Continuing Education and Training Division 
conducts seminars, workshops, and short courses for all third
branch personnel. These programs range from orientation semi
nars fof judges to on-site management training for supporting 
personnel. 

The Research Division undertakes empirical and exploratory 
research on federal judicial processes, court management, and 
sentencing and its consequences, usually at the request of the 
Judicial Conference and its committees, the courts themselves, or 
other groups in the federal court system. 

The Innovations and Systems Development Division designs 
and helps the courts implement new technologies, generally under 
the mantle of Courtran II-a multipurpose, computerized court 
and case management system developed by the division. 

The Inter-Judicial Affairs and Information Services Division 
maintains liaison with state and foreign judges and judicial 
organizations. The Center's library, which spedalizes in judicial 
administration, is located within Ulis division. 

The Center's main facility is the historic Dolley Madison 
House, located on Lafayette Square in Washington, D.C. 

Copies of Center publications can be obtained from the 
Center's Information Services office, 1520 H Street, N. W., 
Washington, D.C. 20005: the telephone number is 202/633-6365. 
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